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Preface

Scope

This manual is designed for use by all parachute riggers. This manual shows and tells how
to prepare and rig one or two 250- to 300-cubic centimeter Kawasaki or equivalent
motorcycles on a combat expendable platform. They are rigged for low-velocity airdrop
from a C-130, C-141, or C-17 aircraft.

User Information

The proponent of this publication is HQ TRADOC. You are encouraged to report any
errors or omissions and suggest ways for improving this manual.

Army personnel, send your comments on DA Form 2028 directly to:
Director
Aerial Delivery and Field Services Department
USA Quartermaster Center and School
1010 Shop Road
Fort Lee, Virginia 23801-1502

Air Force personnel, send your reports on AFTO Form 22 through:
Headquarters
Air Mobility Command (AMC/DOKT)
402 Scott Drive, Unit 3AI
Scott AFB, Illinois 62225-5302

Air Force personnel in Special Operations Command, send your reports on
AFTO Form 22 through:

HQ AFSOC/DOXT
100 Bartley Street, Suite 260
Hurlburt Field, FL 32544-5273

to:
Director
Aerial Delivery and Field Services Department
USA Quartermaster Center and School
1010 Shop Road
Fort Lee, Virginia 23801-1502

Also send an information copy to AFTO Form 22 to:
SA-ALC/TILDP
485 Quentin Roosevelt Road
Kelly AFB, Texas 78241-5000

iii



Chapter 1

Introduction

DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS

1-1. Each motorcycle is 32 inches wide, 49 inches high, and 88 inches long. They
each weigh 275 pounds.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

1-2. Special considerations for this manual are described below.

• The loads covered in this manual may include hazardous materials as
   defined in AFJMAN 24-204/TM 38-250. If hazardous materials are in-
   cluded, they must be packaged, marked, and labeled as required by

          AFJMAN 24-204/TM 38-250.

• A copy of this manual must be available to the joint airdrop inspectors
  during the before- and after-loading inspections.

1-0
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2-12-12-12-12-1

Chapter 2

Rigging One Motorcycle For Low-Velocity Airdrop

DESCRIPTION OF LOAD

2-1. The motorcycle is rigged on a 32- by 88-inch Combat Expendable Platform
(CEP) with one G-14, or T-10C cargo parachute. The load is rigged for a low-
velocity, over the ramp airdrop from a C-130, C-141 or C-17 aircraft.

BUILDING AND PREPARING COMBAT EXPENDABLE PLATFORM

2-2. Build a 32 by 88 inch CEP as shown in Figure 2-1.

Step:
1. Drill two 1/2-inch holes in each corner of both pieces of plywood.
2. Nail the lumber to one piece of plywood with 8d nails.
3. Nail the second piece of plywood to the lumber with 8d nails.

Figure 2-1. Construction Detail for Platform
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2-2

• Prepare the platform as shown in Figure 2-2.
• Build a honeycomb stack and position it on the platform as
   shown in Figure 2-3.

1  Run an 18- foot length of 1/2-inch tubular nylon webbing through each pair of
    corner holes.

2  Run a 24- foot length of type X or XIII nylon webbing lengthwise through the
    platformand fit a D-ring to each end IAW FM 10-500-2.

3  Run two 18- foot lengths of type X or XIII nylon webbing crosswise through the
    platform.

Figure 2-2. Platform Prepared

1  Glue two 32- by 36-inch pieces of honeycomb together.

2  Glue three 24- by 32-inch pieces of honeycomb together and glue the
    pieces to the top center 32- by 36-inch piece of honeycomb.

3  Center the honeycomb from front to rear on the platform and glue it in
     place.

Figure 2-3. Honeycomb Stack Placed on Platform
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2-32-32-32-32-3

PREPARING, POSITIONING, PROTECTING, AND SECURING
MOTORCYCLE

2-3. Prepare and position the motorcycle on the platform as shown in
Figure 2-4.

1  Make sure that the fuel tank is at least one-half full but no more than
    three-fourths full.

2  Tie the kick-start lever up with type III nylon cord.

3  Fold the foot-rest up.

4  Set the motorcycle on the honeycomb stack with the front tire flush with the
    front edge of the platform.

NOTES:
1. The fuel should be no higher than 3 inches below the filler cap.
2. Make sure the frame protecting the engine is sitting on the honeycomb stack.

Figure 2-4. Motorcycle Prepared and Placed on Honeycomb
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2-4

24”

• Tie honeycomb protectors to the motorcycle as shown in Figure 2-5.

• Secure the motorcycle to the platform as shown in Figures 2-6
   through 2-7.

1  Make a 6- by 8-inch cutout in the 72 inch edge of a 36- by 72-inch piece of
    honeycomb, 24 inches from the front edge.

2  Set the protector on the right side of the motorcycle. Rest the bottom edge of
    the protector on the honeycomb stack. Align the cutout with the handlebar.

3  Cut a 6- by 8-inch piece of honeycomb from a corner of two 12- by 18- inch
    pieces of honeycomb per side.

4  Align the cutouts (protector) and glue the pieces together.

5  Place the 12- by 18-inch pieces of honeycomb to the rear of the cutouts.

6  Repeat steps 2 through 5 and set a second protector on the left side of the
    motorcycle (not shown).

7  Tie the protectors in place with lengths of type III nylon cord. Use tape on the
    protectors to keep the cord from cutting the protectors.

8  Lay a 32- by 36-inch piece of honeycomb on the protectors so that the
    36-inch side of the honeycomb is parallel with the long side of the platform.

2

Figure 2-5. Honeycomb Protectors Prepared and Tied to Motorcycle
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2-52-52-52-52-5

1  Lay the A-21 quick-release assembly on top of the honeycomb.

2  Fit the A-21 O-ring strap to both ends of the 24- foot strap.

3  Fit the A-21 quick-release strap on both ends of the 18- foot straps.

4  Adapt procedures in FM 10-500-3/TO 13C7-1-11 to close the A-21
     sling assembly.

5  Pull the 18 and 24- foot straps taut, keeping the release box in the center
    of the honeycomb and allowing the honeycomb to bend under the straps.
    Ensure the D-ring on the 24 foot strap is 24 inches above the platform.

6  Fold the excess straps and tie the folds in place with 1/4inch cotton webbing.
    Tape may be used in place of the webbing.

NOTES:
1. The D-ring found on the 24- foot straps are for aircraft release gate.
2. Ensure the D-ring on the 24- foot straps remain 24 inches above the
    platform.

Figure 2-6. Motorcycle Secured to Platform
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2-6

1  Run an additional 20-foot length of 1/2-inch tubular nylon webbing
    completely around the front tire and the 24-foot, type X nylon webbing.
    Safety the tubular nylon with a square knot.

2  Run the ends of the 1/2-inch tubular nylon webbing along each side of the
    load. Tie it to both 18-foot lengths of type X nylon webbing on each side of
    the load with a square knot.

3  Run the ends of the 1/2-inch tubular nylon webbing completely around the
    rear tire and the 24-foot, type X nylon webbing. Safety the tubular nylon
    with a square knot (not shown).

4  Tape the tubular nylon ties to the 18-foot, type X nylon webbing on each
    side of the load.

5  Pass one end of the right front skid board tie around the front wheel and
    tie it to the front steel ring. Tie the other end of the skid board tie to the
    rear steel ring.

6  Pass one end of the left front skid board tie around the front wheel and tie
    it to the front steel ring. Tie the other end of the skid board tie to the rear
    steel ring.

7  Tie one end of the right rear skid board tie to the front steel ring. Pass the
    other end of the skid board tie around the rear of the load and tie it to the
    rear steel ring.

Figure 2-7. Nylon Webbing Tied to Steel Rings
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8  Tie one end of the left rear skid board tie to the front steel ring. Pass the
   other end of the skid board tie around the rear of the load and tie it to the
   rear steel ring.

STOWING CARGO PARACHUTES

2-4. Select either a G-14 or T-10C cargo parachute. Attach a G-14 or T-10 cargo
parachute to the load according to FM 10-500-3/TO 13C7-1-11. Secure the para-
chute to the load as shown in Figure 2-8.

1  Tie one end of a length of 1/4-inch cotton webbing to the front O-ring.

2  Run the 1/4-inch cotton webbing over the T-10C cargo parachute.

3  Tie the free end of the 1/4-inch cotton webbing to the rear O-ring.

Figure 2-8. Parachute Stowed on Motorcycle Rigged for a Low-Velocity Airdrop

Figure 2-7. Nylon Webbing Tied to Steel Rings (Continued)
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2-8

MARKING RIGGED LOAD

2-5. Complete Shipper’s Declaration for Dangerous Goods and
securely attach it to the load as shown in Figure 2-9. Indicate on
the form that the fuel tank has been prepared in accordance with
AFJMAN 24-204/TM 38-250. If the load varies, the weight, height,
and parachute requirements must be recomputed.

Weight: Load Shown................................................................485 Pounds
                Maximum Allowed......................................................500 Pounds
Height...........................................................................................71 inches
Width............................................................................................32 inches
Length..........................................................................................88 inches

Rigged Load Data

Figure 2-9. Motorcycle Rigged for Low-Velocity Airdrop

Shipper’s Declaration
for Dangerous Goods
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2-92-92-92-92-9

Table 2-1. Equipment Required for Rigging One Motorcycle for Low-Velocity Airdrop

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

2-6. The equipment needed to prepare and rig this load is listed in Table 2-1.

rebmuNkcotSlanoitaN metI ytitnauQ

3178-372-00-0408

6416-022-00-0155

9564-010-00-5135
8293-357-00-0761

8562-999-00-0761
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1894-821-00-0355
3719-242-00-0761

6105-662-00-0157
3223-865-00-0761
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4858-162-00-5038
6854-062-00-5038
7410-739-00-5635
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gaBograC12-A
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roXepyT,nolyN

IIIXepyT,nolyN
gniR-D

deriuqeRsA
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)3(
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1
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1
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3-13-13-13-13-1

Chapter 3

Rigging Two Motorcycles For Low-Velocity Airdrop

DESCRIPTION OF LOAD

3-1. Two motorcycles are rigged in two A-22 cargo bags on a 48- by 96-inch
Combat Expendable Platform (CEP) with one G-12E cargo parachute. The load
is rigged for low velocity, over the ramp airdrop from a C-130 aircraft. Each
motorcycle is 35 inches wide, 49 inches high, and 88 inches long. Each weighs
275 pounds.

BUILDING AND PREPARING COMBAT EXPENDABLE PLATFORM

3-2. Build and prepare the 48- by 96- inch CEP as shown in Figures 3-1

 and 3-1a.

Step:
1. Place a 3/4- by 48- by 96-inch sheet of plywood on a flat surface.
2. Nail a 2- by 6- by 42-inch piece of lumber on the front edge of the plywood
    3-inches in from the 48-inch side.
3. Nail a 2- by 6- by 42-inch piece of lumber to the rear side the same as in
    step 2.
4. Nail a 2- by 6- by 85-inch piece of lumber to the right side of the plywood 3-
    inches in from the 48-inch side.
5. Nail a 2- by 6- by 85-inch piece of lumber to the left side the same as in
    step 4.
6. Drill twenty-four 1/2-inch holes as shown above.

Figure 3-1. Construction Detail for Platform
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3-2

Step:
1. Cut twelve 8-foot lengths of 1/2-inch tubular nylon webbing. Route one end
    through hole A and hole B, from bottom to top.
2. Repeat step 1 for holes C and D.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for the other five sets of holes.
4. Lay a 36- by 96- inch piece of honeycomb on the platform.

Figure 3-1a. Construction Detail for Platform
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3-33-33-33-33-3

POSITIONING AND JOINING A-22 SLING ASSEMBLIES

3-3. Lay two A-22 cargo bag sling assemblies on the platform as shown in
Figure 3-2, and join them together as shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-2. A-22 Sling Assemblies Placed on the Platform

1   Place one A-22 sling assembly toward the front of the of honeycomb.
     Extend all lateral straps and support webbing. make sure the support web
     D-ring at the rear extends off the load.

2  Fold and place all lateral straps on top of the rear support web.

3  Place the second A-22 sling assembly to the rear. Position it in the same
    manner as the front assembly. Make sure the D-ring on the front support
     web extends off the load.

NOTES:
1. Be sure that the support web D-ring extends over the rear edge of the
    platform.
2. Be sure that the support web D-ring of the top assembly extends over the
    front edge of the platform.

1
2

3
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3-4

1   Use a length of type VIII nylon webbing to tie the support web D-ring
     exposed at the front and rear of the load to the other A-22 sling assembly
     as shown.

2   Cut six lengths of type VIII nylon webbing. Route one length through each
     set of friction adapters at the midsection of the load as shown.

NOTE:
Do not pull the webbing taut at this time. They will be tightened and tied when
the sling assemblies are closed.

Figure 3-3. A-22 Sling Assemblies Joined

1

1
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3-53-53-53-53-5

POSITIONING A-22 CARGO COVERS AND HONEYCOMB

3-4. Lay two A-22 cargo bag covers on the sling assemblies. Set the honeycomb
on the covers as shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Cargo Covers and Honeycomb Positioned on Platform

1   Lay an A-22 cargo bag cover on the rear sling assembly with the cover
     squarely on top of the scuff pad. Fold the front end flap in even with the front
     edge of the platform.

2   Repeat step 1, and lay a cover on the front sling assembly. Fold the rear end
     flap in.

3   Center a 36- by 96-inch piece of honeycomb on the cargo bag covers.

4   Glue two 36- by 36-inch pieces of honeycomb together, and glue them
      to the center of the 36- by 96-inch piece of honeycomb.

5   Glue three 24- by 36-inch pieces of honeycomb together, and glue them
      to the center of the 36-by 36-inch piece of honeycomb.

1

3

4 5
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3-6

PREPARING, POSITIONING AND PROTECTING MOTORCYCLES

3-5. Prepare the two motorcycles as outlined in Chapter 2. Set them on the
honeycomb as shown in Figure 3-5.

• Tie honeycomb protectors to the motorcycles as shown in Figure 3-6.

1   Set one motorcycle on the honeycomb with the front wheel toward the
      front of the platform.

2   Set the second motorcycle 3 inches from the first one with the front wheel
     toward the rear of the platform.

NOTE: Be sure that the frames protecting the engines are sitting on the
honeycomb.

Figure 3-5. Motorcycles Placed on Honeycomb
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3-73-73-73-73-7

1   Make two 6- by 8-inch cutouts in one 84-inch edge of a 36- by 84-inch
     piece of honeycomb spaced for the handlebars of both motorcycles to fit
      in the cutouts. Rest the bottom of the protector on the honeycomb stack.

2   Make a 6- by 8-inch cutout in the 84-inch edge of a 36- by 84-inch
     piece of honeycomb, 30 inches from the rear edge of the honeycomb.
     Bend the honeycomb just to the rear of the cutout.

Figure 3-6. Honeycomb Protectors Prepared and Tied to Motorcycles

3   Cut a 6- by 8-inch piece from the corner of two 12- by 18-inch pieces of
     honeycomb. Align the cutouts, and glue the two pieces of honeycomb
      together.

4   Set the protector on the right side of the motorcycles. Rest the bottom edge
     of the protector on the honeycomb stack. Align the cutouts with the handles.

5   Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4, and set a second protector on the left side of
     the motorcycle (not shown). Make the cutout 30 inches from the front
     edge of the honeycomb protector.

6   Tie the protectors in place with lengths of type III nylon cord. Use tape on
     the protectors to keep the cord from cutting the protectors.

7   Lay a 24- by 84-inch honeycomb protector on top of the other protectors.
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3-8

CLOSING CARGO BAG

3-6. Close the A-22 cargo bags as outlined in FM 10-500-3/TO 13C7-1-11 and
with the exceptions shown in Figures 3-7 through 3-10.

1   Fold the bag covers over the front and rear first, then the sides over the top.
     Fold under the excess side covers.

2   Use six lengths of 1/2-inch tubular nylon webbing to lace the bag closed.
     Pull the webbing tight and tie the running ends in a surgeon’s knot and bow
     knot. Tape the excess and knot. Leave one running end slightly exposed to
     allow rapid derigging.

Figure 3-7. Cargo Bags Closed

1

2
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3-93-93-93-93-9

1

2

3

1   Run the side tie-down straps through the friction adapters. Apply tension to
      the straps.

2   If necessary, attach a 36- or 60-inch type VIII nylon webbing strap to either
     the front or rear tie-down strap. If used, fold and tape or tie to the sling
     assembly. Route the running end through the friction adapter on the
     opposite end.

3   Fold the excess on the tie-down straps. Tape or tie it as shown.

Figure 3-8. Cargo Bags Tie-down Straps Secured
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3-10

1   Lay the remaining portions of the sling assemblies over the load. Route the
     lateral straps through the friction adapters.

2   Tighten the center friction adapters and type VIII nylon webbing so that the
     middle suspension web on each container is vertical. Install a knot in the
     running ends of the type VIII nylon webbing about 3 inches from the friction
     adapters.

3   Apply equal tension on the remaining lateral straps. Fold the excess and
     tape or tie it in place as shown.

NOTE:
If top lateral straps are on the top of the load, make sure they are tightened
loosely.

Figure 3-9. Cargo Bags Lateral Straps Secured
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3-113-113-113-113-11

1   Starting at the front right side, take tie-down A and diagonally tie it around
     the intersection of the lower lateral and fourth support web. Use three
     halfhitch knots and an overhand knot in the running end.

2   Route tie-down B around the fifth support web and lower lateral strap
     intersection diagonally. Pull the excess slack out, and tie it with a trucker’s
     hitch knot and an overhand knot in the running end.

3   Repeat step 1 for tie-down D and secure it to the second intersection on the
     lower lateral strap.

4   Repeat step 2 for tie-down C and secure it to the first intersection on the
     lower lateral strap.

5   Repeat steps 1 through 4 for the other five sets of tie-downs.

Figure 3-10. Skid Board Ties Secured
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3-12

ATTACHING SUSPENSION SLINGS

3-7. Fit a suspension web to each support web D-ring. Fit two 3-foot slings to
the suspension webs as shown in Figure 3-11.

1   Snap a suspension web to each support web D-ring. Wrap the connector
      snaps with tape.

2   Run a length of type III nylon cord through the front support web D-rings.
    Cross the cord, and run it rearward through the rear support web D-rings.
     Tie the ends of the cord together with a surgeon’s knot and a locking knot.
     Tie an overhand knot in each running end.

3   Fit two 3-foot (2-loop), type XXVI, nylon webbing slings to the bells of two
     cargo suspension clevis assemblies.

4   Bolt the front suspension web D-rings to one medium clevis and the rear
     D-ring to the other medium clevis.

Figure 3-11. Suspension Slings Installed
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3-133-133-133-133-13

PACKING A 15-FOOT CARGO EXTRACTION PARACHUTE

3-8. Pack a 15-foot cargo extraction parachute as shown in Figures 3-12 through
3-17 using the following items:

• One T-10 deployment bag with static line.
• Retainer bands.
• 1/4 inch cotton webbing.
• Ticket number 5 cotton thread.
• Two medium cargo suspension clevises.
• For parachute with a 36-inch adapter web: One 9-foot (2-loop), type XXVI,
   nylon sling and one type IV connector link.
• For parachute without a 36-inch adapter web: One 12-foot (2-loop),

             type XXVI, nylon sling and one 60-inch nylon webbing strap (shear strap).

1   Attach retainer bands to the first eight stow loops on each side of the T-10
     deployment bag.

2   Flat fold and long fold the canopy as outlined in TM 10-1670-278-23/
     TO 13C5-26-2.

Figure 3-12. Retainer Bands Attached and Canopy Folded

2

1

NOTE:
If the standard 15-foot parachute deployment bag is attached to the parachute,
remove the bag at the bag retaining line.
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3-14

1   Pass two lengths of 80-pound cotton webbing through the bridle loop of the
     canopy and through the bridle attaching loop of the deployment bag to form
     a 3-inch loop. Cross the ends of the webbing over the attaching loop, and
     tie them with a surgeon’s knot and locking knot.

2   S-fold the canopy into the deployment bag starting in the upper right corner
      of the bag.

Figure 3-13. Deployment Bag Attached and Canopy Stowed

2

1
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3-153-153-153-153-15

3

1

2

4

Figure 3-14. Locking and Suspension Line Stows Made and Connector Links Tied

1   Make the locking stows as outlined in TM 10-1670-278-23.

2   Make the first suspension line stow in the upper right retainer band.

3   Continue stowing the lines from side to side.

4   Pass a length of 1/4-inch cotton webbing through the right side connector
     link, the connector link loops, and the suspension line protector flap loop.
     Tie the webbing with a surgeon’s knot and locking knot. Repeat on the left
      side.
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3-16

1   Attach a type IV link assembly or medium clevis to the 36-inch adapter web.

2   Attach a 9-foot (2-loop), type XXVI, nylon webbing sling to the type IV link
     or medium clevis.

3   Bolt a medium suspension clevis (shown) or a type IV link assembly to the
     free end of the sling.

3

2 1

Figure 3-15. Deployment Line Installed on a 36-inch Adapter Web
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5

2

3

4
1

1   Secure the parachute connector links as shown in step 4.

2   Run one end of a 60-inch shear strap through both of the parachute
      connector links.

3   Run one end of the 60-inch shear strap through one end of a 12-foot (3-loop),
      type X, nylon sling.

4   Fasten the friction adapter, and adjust the shear strap to form a 12-inch loop.
     Tape the excess strap.

5   Bolt a medium suspension clevis (shown) or a type IV link assembly to the
     free end of the sling.

NOTE:
The above procedures are for a 15-foot cargo extraction parachute without a
36-inch adapter web.

Figure 3-16. Deployment Line Installed on a 60-inch Adapter Web
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1

1   S-fold the deployment line and static line. Place them on top of the
     deployment bag. Secure them in place with two lengths of 1/4-inch cotton
     webbing wrapped around the lines and bag.

Figure 3-17. Cargo Extraction Parachute Packed in a T-10 Deployment Bag
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1   Set the parachute on the front of the load with the riser compartment up and
      the deployment bag bridle to the front.

2   Tie the parachute in place with four lengths of 1/4-inch cotton webbing.

3   Bolt the 3-foot suspension slings to the parachute’s riser clevis. Fold the
     slings, and tape or tie the folds in place.

4   Cut the secondary bag closing tie (not shown).

5   Set a 15-foot cargo extraction parachute, packed in a T-10C deployment
     bag, on the G-12 cargo parachute. Tie it in place with ticket number 5 or
      8/7 cotton thread.

6    Attach the 9-foot sling clevis to the G-12 D-bag and tie a medium clevis with
     1/4 inch cotton webbing to the D-bag.

Figure 3-18. Parachutes Stowed on Motorcycles Rigged for a Low-Velocity Airdrop

Shipper’s Declaration
for Dangerous Goods

1

3
5

2

PREPARING AND STOWING A G-12 CARGO PARACHUTE AND THE
15-FOOT CARGO EXTRACTION

3-9. Prepare a G-12 cargo parachute. Stow it and the 15-foot cargo extraction
parachute on the load as shown in Figure 3-18.
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MARKING RIGGED LOAD

3-10. Complete Shipper’s Declaration for Dangerous Goods and
securely attach it to the load as shown in Figure 3-19. Indicate on
the form that the fuel tank has been prepared in accordance with
AFJMAN 24-204/TM 38-250. If the load varies, the weight, height,
and parachute requirements must be recomputed.

Rigged Load Data

Figure 3-19. Motorcycles Rigged for Low-Velocity Airdrop

Shipper’s Declaration
for Dangerous Goods

Weight: Load Shown................................................................892 Pounds
                Maximum Allowed..................................................2,200 Pounds
Height...........................................................................................75 inches
Width............................................................................................48 inches
Length..........................................................................................96 inches
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Table 3-1. Equipment Required for Rigging Two Motorcycles for Low-Velocity Airdrop

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

3-9. The equipment needed to prepare and rig this load is listed in Table 3-1.

rebmuNkcotSlanoitaN metI ytitnauQ

3178-372-00-0408

1243-785-00-0761

2059-842-10-0761

3230-865-00-0761

2658-876-00-0304

6412-042-00-0204

8895-387-00-0761

8416-022-00-0155

9564-010-00-5135

8293-357-00-0761

lag-1,etsap,evisehdA

sgabograc22-A

,etuhcaraplennosrep,tnemyolped,gaB*
C01-T

etuhcarapreniater,rebbur,dnaB*

muidemograc,noisnepsus,ylbmessasivelC
"4/3

bl-055,IIIepyt,nolyn,droC

VIepyt,ylbmessakniL*

:rebmuL
ni-84yb-6yb-2
ni-58yb-6yb-2

d8,nommoc,eriwleets,liaN

,bmocyenohgnitapissid-ygrene,daP
ni-69yb-63yb-3
ni-81yb-21
ni-63yb-42
ni-48yb-42
ni-63yb-63
ni-48yb-63
ni-69yb-63

deriuqersa

2

1

deriuqersa

4

deriuqersa

1

2
2

deriuqersa

steehs7
)4(
)3(
)1(
)2(
)3(
)2(

*These items are needed to pack the 15-foot cargo extraction parachute.
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Table 3-1. Equipment Required for Rigging Two Motorcycles for Low-Velocity Airdrop (cont)

rebmuNkcotSlanoitaN metI ytitnauQ

5573-560-10-0761
5173-360-10-0761

1894-821-00-0355

1036-260-10-0761
4036-260-10-0761

7110-899-00-0761

6105-662-00-0157

5493-719-00-0138

1142-862-00-5038
3542-862-00-5038
1953-362-00-5038

:etuhcaraP
E21-G,ograC

tf-51,noitcartxe,ograC*

ni-69yb-84yb-4/3,doowylP

nolyn,IVXXepyt,pordria,ograc,gnilS
:gnibbew

)pool-2(tf-3
)eniltnemyolped()pool-2(tf-9*

epyt-yawakaerb,etuhcarapograc,enilcitatS

ni-2,evisehda,epaT

5rebmuNtekcit,nottoc,daerhT

:gnibbeW
hcni-4/1,nottoC

bl-000,1,ni-2/1,ralubut,nolyN
IIIVepyt,nolyN

1
1

2

2
1

1

deriuqersa

deriuqersa

deriuqersa
deriuqersa
deriuqersa

*These items are needed to pack the 15-foot cargo extraction parachute.



          ACB attitude control bar
AD airdrop

        AFB Air Force base
  AFJMAN Air Force Joint Manual
        AFR Air Force regulation
      AFTO Air Force technical order
        ALC Airlift Logistics Center
        attn attention

  C change
cap capacity

           CEP      combat expendable plaform
CB center of balance

          chap chapter
   d penny
 DA Department of the Army
 DC District of Columbia
 DD Department of Defense

         diam diameter
      EFTC extraction force transfer coupling

 fig figure
FM field manual
  ft foot/feet
gal gallon
HQ headquarters
  in inch
JAI joint airdrop inspector
  lb pound
 LV low-velocity

      MCRP Marine Corps Reference Publication
mm millimeter

        NSN national stock number
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          OVE on-vehicular equipment
TM technical manual
TO technical order

  TRADOC US Army Training and Doctrine Command
US United States
  w with
 yd yard
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